Put these English sentences in Irish word order. Concentrate on the verbs and the verbal nouns. Adjectives and
adverbs are secondary. You don't have to know the Irish vocabulary for this exercise.
1. We played a long game.
Played we a game long.
2. Paul runs a business.
Runs Paul a business.
3. They tried to break down the door.
Tried they the door to break down.. the door breaking down.
4. Pat and Kelly work to bring peace to the world.
Work Pat and Kelly peace bringing, to the world.
5. I much prefer reading the newspaper after breakfast.
Prefer I much the newspaper reading, after breakfast.
6. Is the captain announcing dinner?
"
7. I can hold the door to make the process easier.
Can I the door holding the process easier making.
8. The plane shot into the sky, breaking the speed record.
Shot the plane into the sky, breaking the speed record.
9. Sean must remove the big old black wooden box from the cellar.
Must Sean the box wooden big old black removing from the cellar.
Must Sean the box wooden big old black from the cellar removing.
10. She's trying to plan to get her hair styled.
Is she trying planning her hair getting styled.
11. Be careful to put the chairs back on the tables.
Be careful the chairs putting back on the tables.
12. She will arrive wearing an Easter bonnet with yellow frills.
Will she arrive an Easter bonnet with frills yellow wearing.
13. Many of the older students want to read the next chapter.
Want many of the students older the chapter next ( the first chapter other) reading.
14. Shoot the first ninja who swings through the window!
Shoot the first ninja who swings through the window!
15. We're going to watch a couple movies.
Are we going a couple movies watching.

